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Editorial
D

ear English students and staff, the MUSE
committee is happy to present you this year’s
printed issue of your favorite magazine! We know
you have been waiting eagerly to read it, despite this
period of the year being so busy.
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happen to have nothing to do (which is probably quite
unlikely) this issue of MUSE has something in store
for you.
We thank all the creative people who have
sent us a text for publication. Without them, MUSE
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enough to answer our questions.
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Saints, Kale and Eiderducks: An Interview with
Hazel Blair and Christinia Whitehead
Andrea Grütter

Y

ou may recognize Hazel Blair (HB) and
Christiana Whitehead (CW) from around
the department, ever since they’ve joined us
for the ‘Region and Nation in Late Medieval
Devotion to Northern English Saints’ research
project! We wanted to know more about them,
and thought you would too, so we interviewed
them! If you’re curious about them, their studies,
what they’re working on and their choice of a
road trip song to carry a saint around, keep
reading!

religious side of things, so have stayed with
that ever since. I spent some time working with
Denis Renevey producing an edition of The
Doctrine of the Hert, a translation of a Latin
devotional treatise addressed to enclosed
women, which was a best seller all over Europe
in the Middle Ages but which no one knows
about now. It’s full of very wacky allegories: the
nun is encouraged to roast her heart on a spit
to be consumed by Christ!
What brought you to Lausanne?

First, some background questions! Where are
you from? What have you sdied, and where?
HB: The perfect research project! When I saw
Denis’ advertisement for a doctoral researcher
HB: I’m originally from Glasgow, Scotland and with experience in medieval hagiography, Latin,
I did my undergraduate degree in Medieval and manuscripts, I knew it was the position
History at the University of St Andrews. After for me. I also really liked the idea of working
graduating, I moved to London where I studied within a wider research project. Being part of
for an MA in Medieval and Renaissance this project is all about sharing information
Studies at University College London.
and supporting one another, which I think will
really enrich and inform everyone’s personal
CW: I’m from the north east of England. I did my research. Being part of a project is also a
undergrad and doctorate in medieval English really great platform: we’ll be producing online
Literature at Magdalen College, Oxford. After resources, a conference, and a collection of
that, I moved to Warwickshire, and have been papers over the next few years, so, in terms
teaching in the English department at the of practical experience, it’s great to have the
University of Warwick.
opportunity to get stuck into all this alongside
the thesis.
What are you specialized in?
CW: I was already coming to and fro, but as
HB: My research has tended to focus on Hazel says, the North of England research
religious culture in the later Middle Ages. project has given us the opportunity to make
Saints’ lives, medieval magic, healing, and Lausanne our home for three years. It’s really
medicine are all topics I’ve enjoyed researching a beautiful location, I love the atmosphere of
at undergraduate and MA levels. I had brilliant the university, and I’ve been amazed by how
training in the analysis of medieval manuscripts extensive and buzzy the medieval community is
and documents at UCL ¬¬– those are pretty – there are a lot more medievalists and English
specific skills, I suppose. I’m still astonished medievalists here than at many universities in
that I can stroll into the British Library and call England!
up materials that are 500 or 600 years old
without question! I also worked in magazine What made you get interested in Saints from
publishing (editorial) after my MA.
the North of England?
CW: I initially worked on spatial allegory, HB: London, Canterbury, St Albans,
specifically architectural allegory, in religious Gloucester, Oxford, and Cambridge are among
and courtly texts. I got more hooked by the the many English places traditionally familiar
3
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to scholars working on medieval British history
and literature. More recently, scholars north of
the border have worked to recover and analyse
life and literature in medieval Scotland. But,
stuck between the two, northern England has
received comparatively little attention from
academics. Northern England is a complicated
and understudied frontier region, and, for me,
that’s what makes it interesting. The cult of
saints is one lens through which to observe,
record, and analyse this historically and
geographically complex area.
CW: In personal terms, I’m from the North of
England, and as a child I remember getting taken
on weekend walks along the Northumbrian
coast, and coming into contact with St Aidan’s
Lindisfarne, St Oswald’s Bamburgh, St Wilfrid’s
Hexham, etc. I have especially strong memories
of clambering around the ruins of the medieval
priory on Lindisfarne with the wind blowing off
the North Sea, and thinking that this must be a
pretty challenging place from which to write the
Lindisfarne Gospels and lead a monastic life.
At some later stage, that gave me an interest
in the saints and religious texts produced from
this area, which retain a very strong sense of
the northern landscape, its wildness, and of
the flora and fauna of the region: St Cuthbert
is notable for rebuking crows, being dried by
otters after spending all night praying in the
sea, and blessing the local seals before they
give birth!
Could you describe the project in a couple of
words?
CW: A couple of words! That’s pretty hard!
It explores northern saints’ cults in the late
Middle Ages and the kinds of interests (local,
regional, and national) that they are used to
refract. That’s more than two words!
HB: Lots of fun! That’s also more than two
words…
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who have studied completely different things to
me. Both my degrees are in medieval history,
so it’s great to discuss familiar topics with
people working in different fields. It sparks new
ideas. The department itself is really lively ¬¬–
the Chaucer in the Alps weekend was fantastic
– and we have a wonderful weekly seminar
series that includes talks by top scholars from
around the world.
CW: It’s great. It’s very friendly and open,
and I’ve felt welcome immediately. I like the
department’s sociability – no sooner had I
arrived than there seemed to be a whole series
of whisky-tasting afternoons! And I like what
seem to be the very good relations between
students and staff, and the way the students
are brought into all the departmental decision
making.
If you had to choose, who would your favorite
saint be and why?
HB: Well, St Kentigern (St Mungo) is the patron
saint of Glasgow, where I was born, but for my
PhD I’m focusing on a little-known Yorkshire
hermit called Robert of Knaresborough. He
eats kale and one translator describes him
‘laughing out loud’ when his friend falls over.
As a millennial Londoner, I can’t help but feel a
certain affinity with those episodes.
CW: Before starting this project, I’d already
been working extensively on St Cuthbert, who
is probably the pre-eminent saint of the north
right through the Middle Ages. But I have to
say I really like his successor, St Bartholomew
of Farne, who went and lived in Cuthbert’s
hermitage on Farne Island in the twelfth
century and has the same kind of affinity with
its ecology. In one story, an eiderduck on the
island loses her chick down a crevasse, and
summons Bartholomew bossily to rescue it,
speaking to him in perfect Latin!

How are you enjoying the English department What is your favorite Medieval text? Why?
at UNIL?
HB: A Ballad of the Friar of Tungland by the
HB: It’s great, I really enjoy working with people 15th-century Scottish makar William Dunbar,
4
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who was linked to the court of King James
IV of Scotland. The poem is about the
king’s ‘leech’ and alchemist John Damian. It
describes Damian’s failed experiments and
dubious medical practice, and culminates with
a description of his attempt to fly from the wall
of Stirling Castle by wearing a coat of feathers.
It’s all very over-the-top, and Dunbar’s rude
and exaggerated criticism is entertaining in
itself. But, as a historical source, the text also
throws up some interesting information about
court rivalry and scientific experiments during
the reign of James IV.
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CW: I’m going to opt for something Celtic
(lots of Irish roots to these saints), and put on
Clannad.
If you had to organize a medieval banquet for
the English department, who would you invite
to be the entertainer (medieval, or not)?
HB: I really like British comedy, so either a
legend like John Cleese or a young stand-up
like James Acaster.

CW: Caitlin Moran – not at all medieval, but
absolutely hilarious. I saw her at the Hay Book
CW: I like some of the northern Gawain Festival last summer and was completely won
romances from the 15th century. They’re over.
another window into the lawlessness and
territorial rivalry of the Anglo-Scottish border
region – on the Cumbrian side of the country
this time. The native inhabitants of these lands
tend to be depicted as giants, primitives, or
grotesques of one kind or another, but they
often teach King Arthur’s entourage a thing
or two. Gawain triumphs in these romances
because he treats these border peoples with
respect and courtesy.
If we were to dig up St. Cuthbert today, how
long, in centimeters, do you think his beard
would be by now?
HB: This is probably one for Christiania…
CW: Well, his beard has been growing
continuously ever since he was buried in the
late seventh century. Mind you, for centuries,
legend has it that his coffin bearers, and
then his sacristan, used to keep his beard
and fingernails trimmed on a regular basis! I
suppose that must have stopped round about
the Reformation…
On that topic, if you had to carry him around
the UK, what would your road trip song be?
HB: I’ve been listening to Forest Swords’
new album Compassion all this week, so I’d
probably just put that on shuffle. I like music
with minimal vocals, so perhaps this isn’t
really “road trip” music…
5
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An Interview with Enit K. Steiner and students from the
seminar “Two-Lakes Romanticism”
Andrea Grütter

T

his
spring, Lancaster University and
UNIL gave a joint seminar, “Two-Lakes
Romanticism”. Both the English Lake District
and the Swiss Lac Léman have been important
locations for the development of British and
European Romanticism. To get a better idea about
what it is all about, here are some impressions
and background information about the course!
Keep your eyes peeled – in an upcoming edition,
an essay from the course may be published!
Interview with Enit K. Steiner
How did it start?
Rachel
Falconer,
current Head of
Department, asked
me
whether
I’d
be
interested
in
co-teaching
an
MA
course
on
Romanticism
and
environment
with
Lancaster University.
It was an initiative
made possible by the
office for International
Relations at Unil. My co-instructor would be
Simon Bainbridge, a Romanticist specialising in
the era’s explorations of mountaineering. I knew
Simon’s work and could immediately picture our
collaboration.

What is special about this course?
It took no time for me to understand how
extraordinary this opportunity was. I had been
involved in inter-university teaching, but these
were short exchanges of a couple of days. Here
was a different format of collaboration, one that
spanned over the entire semester, with teaching
on the locations that inspired the literary works
as its pedagogic backbone. It appealed to me
in more than one way, not least for its relation to
my current project on Romantic articulations of
cosmopolitanism. What better way to generate
situated knowledge and consider its wider
impact?
6

How was it organized?
The course took place during this spring semester:
ten students from Unil and ten from Lancaster
University attended it. It was titled “Two-Lakes
Romanticism”, referring to our Lac Léman and the
British Lake District, to highlight both the relation
of literature and place, but also the connections
literature establishes between places – literature
as spot-connector. After warming up to writers
like William and Dorothy Wordsworth, Lord
Byron and Mary Shelley, we left Unil to join the
Lancaster group at Grasmere (Lake District, UK),
where all twenty students got acquainted with
the resilient and fragile lives of manuscripts at
the Jerwood Centre.
During four days
we hiked, read on
location, discussed
in the evening key
Romantic texts and
their indebtedness to
concrete places and
those places’ socioeconomic realities. A
couple of weeks later,
the students from
Lancaster University
met us in the Lac Léman region, where in a
similar vein we explored texts inspired by Swiss
and French landscapes, history and republican
ideas. And I shouldn’t forget the weather – it can’t
be ignored if you’re dealing with Frankenstein
and the year without summer Europe had in
1816.
What do you consider to be the greatest
achievement about the course?
For me, it was important to convey a sense that
the Romantics saw non-human environment as
a point of entry to human existence; that their
stakes when they evoke nature, or “the life
of things”, as Wordsworth put it, are manifold,
stretching from explorations of the self, to those
of education, political emancipation and a
cosmopolitan future, i.e. a sense of what it means
to “planet feel” and “planet think”, in Gayatri
Spivak’s words. Which is why they matter, why

Interview
they become part of our experience, made more
immediate by immersion in the life of the place.
The course also, I think, dispelled the perception
of Romantics as solitary souls: their friendships,
conversations and mutual co-dependence came
somehow alive. Think of Wordsworth’s, PB
Shelley’s or Byron’s dependence on the women
(writers) who prepared fair copies of their works
– an arduous and often invisible task. I believe I
speak for Simon Bainbridge, Rachel Nisbet, who
met trip arrangements on our side, facilitating
thus the teaching process, and Leila Atkinson on
the Lancaster side, when I say that this has been
a highlight in our careers.
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changed by this course?

Anja: This course helped me to understand
Romanticism more deeply, especially in a
«physical» way by the hikes we did, by reading
the poems on site, or by looking at the first
editions and manuscripts of William and
Dorothy Wordsworth. Romanticism seemed to
me “theoretical” and somewhat abstract before.
This course and being in all these places turned
the Romantic literature into something real, as
if it was coming alive, starting to breathe and
developing a life on its own. I will not forget
what I have learnt in this course that easily
because it was a completely different approach
Impressions from the students Anja Knuchel, to experience literature.
Sophie Jouillerot, Elodie Rogliardo, Joëlle
Morard, Corey Heimlich.
Sophie: The poetry and the novel we studied
during the two trips became more meaningful
How did you experience the collaboration and to me when I explored the different spots which
exchange with Lancaster University?
inspired the writers. Nature also appeared more
valuable because of the various stories it tells
Anja: It was a very positive and good experience. through its landscapes and elements. I am more
I really enjoyed meeting the students from aware of the richness of nature and I am more
Lancaster University and on our walks we had sensitive to its sounds, smell, and colours.
time to get to know each other. Moreover, our
discussions during our evening seminars and Elodie: Studying Romanticism more into depth
readings were interesting because everyone makes you reassess the way in which you see
brought in their personal, cultural (Swiss or and interact with nature and the environment.
English) but also their academic background. I believe this is something very important and
I also liked talking to the English professors/ particularly relevant today in the context of
assistants, which was extremely inspiring climate change. Seeing the places in which the
and we had many occasions for interesting era’s literature was written brings to light a whole
conversations or a good laugh.
new dimension of the works. Since I have been
to the places evoked in their writings, I relate to
Sophie: There was a good group dynamic and them differently and can understand new and
we all got on very well, as if we were coming from different aspects of them. Spending time at the
the same university and had known each other Jerwood Centre, looking at the manuscripts was
for a long time. I enjoyed sharing my experience also very enlightening. It tells a lot about the
and literary knowledge with the Lancaster writing experience of the time, makes you more
students and it was interesting to be exposed aware of the advantages and constraints they
to their way of thinking and way of being, and experienced compare to our conditions today.
mingle our cultures and customs.
Corey: Reading poetry in situ helps the
Joëlle: I really enjoyed meeting teachers and imagination craft words into something tangible.
students from Lancaster University. It was a great This is especially true when reading the
experience to talk about our different classes Romantics, as they were concerned with very
and ways to tackle literature, more specifically specific «spots of time.» Though reading poetry
Romanticism. Going to the Lake District with requires nothing more than imagination and
people from this area was also very interesting. diligence, reading in situ certainly aides the mind
to recreate the vision of the poet.
How was your perception of the era’s literature
7
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That Cat

H

e wasn’t at peace.
He hated that cat.
It was a black stain on his path. Yes, because he
unfortunately had to see it everyday – everyday! –
when he went to work. He worked, yes, because
that was how things should be. He had his house,
he had his wife, he had his child, he had his life.
It could have been so perfect.
But this cat. Filthy and useless. This cat constantly
spoilt his life’s perfection. It reminded him that
everything wasn’t well in order. It came everyday,
feeding its useless flesh to the dustbins along
the alleys between rows of identical and perfect
houses.
He hated it everyday.

It was an ordinary day. Days were passing by
so fast but that was how things were supposed
to be. That day, his son was sick, and he was
worried. There was nothing more important than
his child to him. He was so proud of him. And
more especially those days because he finally
learnt to say ‘Daddy’.
But today, his son was sick and he was sick of
being worried.
And then, he heard it.
Even though he was deep in his thoughts, its
desperate cry had reached him. He stopped dead
in his tracks and watched it meowing plaintively.
Stupid little thing, crouching and meowing around
because that was the only thing it could ever do.
And it was now suffering. He watched its pain
to be distracted from his. Everyday when he
approached it, it usually sensed him and avoided
him whenever it could. But this time, it obviously
couldn’t move. It was laying there, with half of its
body under a dustbin. It was kicking the air with
its legs, but otherwise, it wasn’t moving.
He contemplated the pain it was feeling, listening
to its desperate and stupid meows.
He then went on, hoping that this stupid filthy
thing would die soon. If that thing died, everything
would be on track again, his son would be cured,
and he would be happy.
It was an ordinary day but today was maybe a
new beginning.
But it wasn’t its end yet. The day after, the cat
was still there. It hadn’t died.
His son was cured, though. He had to find
8

Creative Writing – Prose
Patricia Chhen
another reason to loath the filthy stupid thing he
was meeting everyday. He watched it when he
passed by. It didn’t go away when he got nearer.
It was only meowing in a threatening way, but
didn’t move. He watched it intently. It meowed
fiercely for a while but then, it stopped abruptly.
He first thought that it was suddenly licking its
body but when he took a better look, he noticed
that it was busy licking other little stupid filthy
things between its legs.
Babies.
It had procreated. It certainly would feed its
stupid things with the rest it could find everyday
in the dustbins. So stupid.
He went on.
Why hadn’t it died when it could? It had even
done way worse now, with its little things.
He could now count more black stains on his
path.
He thought that there was only one thing to do
now.
He needed to erase them.
It took him a night to know what to do exactly.
The next day, he put every little filthy thing in a
bag. Even though it fought really hard, scratching
his hands and meowing loud, a good kick in its
stomach was enough. It was still weak. He knew
that it had watched him when he pulled the bag
to the pound, behind his house. He drowned
them all. Nothing was better than water to clean
everything. The stains were erased now.
He slept soundly that night – he had never slept
so soundly in ages. He didn’t know yet that he
would soon not sleep anymore.
Because the cat didn’t sleep that night. She had
seen him drowning her kittens.
And she knew exactly what to do.
She hated it.
It reminded her that everything was wrong. It
was everything she had always tried to avoid.
But she hadn’t been able to do so when she had
needed it the most.
She had her own home, she had her babies, she
had everything she could ever hope for. But it
had come. Stupid and cruel. It had spoilt the
perfect life she could have lead. She had nothing
else to loose now.
But it still had.
She got to know it very well. She went everywhere

Creative Writing – Prose
it went. And she knew every pattern of its life now.
It has a house, it has a wife, it has a child. The
child was still a baby. It was a little stupid filthy
boy, always eating the garden’s dirt, and walking
awkwardly on its little legs. She had noticed that
it always stayed with the baby whenever it could.
But it couldn’t stay with the baby when it’s was
going away. She knew when it went home. And
more importantly, she knew when it wasn’t.
But she was always there. And she always had
an eye on that stupid little thing.
She wished it could die.
And one day, she knew it could die.
It saw her once.
She was meowing in front of it.
It waved its hand toward her, trying to grasp
her tail. She leapt from the wall she had been
standing and she went away at a slow pace, for
it to follow her closely enough. It was running
toward her with its feeble legs.
She went behind the house; there was a sparse
little wood. She went straight there and stopped
in her tracks when she reached the edge. She
waited for it.
It took what felt like ages but it finally reached
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her. It thought it could stroke her fur, but she
avoided its sticky little hands. She went straight
to the pound. Ducks were idly cackling nearby. It
tottered behind her. When it got near enough to
the pound, she scratched its arms and its legs.
It screamed. Its legs stumbled and it felt into the
pound. The ducks flied away scandalised. The
air was filled of noises and screams. And then, it
couldn’t scream anymore.
Silence.
She watched its corpse rising in the water.
She went away.
She was at peace.

9
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The Little Engine that Wanted More

“

Creative Writing – Prose
Andrea Grütter

I think I can, I think I can, I think I can…”

The Little Engine that Could chanted along with all the people he could hear from behind him. He
smiled at Frank the steam engine, as he passed by him. Sighing, he pulled his way uphill, the
ongoing chant still happily going on behind him.

“I think I can,

I think I can,

I think I can, I think I can…”

Drowning out the noise, the Little Engine that Could looked at the treetops that whizzed past him,
squinting through the sunlight. He had started to get tired. Not physically, of course, because he
was one of the best steam engines ever, but his daily journey with the same phrase had started to
become repetitive. He was tired of being something usual, because he was no longer his special
self. His prestige seemed like an old legend or a reminder, where people would stare at his statue
at the yard, but then happily mount another train.
No, thought the Little Engine that Could, his destiny was not yet decided. Squinting determinedly
at the highest hill he could see, he promised himself that as soon as tracks would be built there, he
would prove his mightiness. He was, after all, the best of trains.
“I THINK I CAN! I THINK I CAN! I THINK I CAN!!!” With a newly found motivation, the Little Engine
that Wanted More screamed his signature chant with pride, puffing out the chest he didn’t have. His
time (or second time) would come, and he would be admired and worshipped as he had been before.
Or not. Because the hill was so steep that they never built anything while he was still functional. But
it never hurt to believe. In the end, it worked out for him, as his hope had been restored, up until the
moment they switched to energy-conscious trains. And then he drank away his days with his favorite
coal-ale, so at least he had that going for him.
However, the Little Solar Engine that More than Could—
“NO! SHUT UP! I DON’T WANT TO HEAR ANOTHER WORD ABOUT HIM! TRAITOR! HOW DARE
HE?!?!?! And… you!! Who do you think you are, anyway? Huh? THE LITTLE NARRATOR THAT
WAS NEVER INTERESTING ENOUGH TO HAVE A BOOK SOLD LET ALONE PUBLISHED? YOU
LITTLE— ”
That’s quite enough now.
“NO IT ISN’T. I’LL SHOW YOU WANT REAL MACHINE POWER IS YOU PIECE OF—”
I think we’ll stop there.
“YOUR MOTHER WAS A BICYCLE AND YOUR FATHER!!! YOU KNOW WHAT HE WAS? A
WALKING STICK!!”
Ok, I’m done. I don’t get paid enough to put up with this. Narrator, out.
10
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Home is Where the Heart Is

Olena Danylovych
It’s easy to love a country where everything works well.
The trains are on time, and the streets are clean,
And the people will listen, if you’ve something to tell.
No effort, really, is needed, to make you feel at home;
Your needs are always met with care,
And the system makes sure to right every wrong.
But the heart is not so straight-forward, and goodness won’t always win,
When you’re tied to the chaotic country
Where your earliest memories begin.
Every crack in the pavement is lovely, every angry citizen sweet;
When it’s home, you perceive every fault very clearly,
But the familiar the easy will always defeat.
30.04.2017

“I have lost my best friend”
?
I have lost my best friend
He is dead and I
Have died for him — disappeared
In a difference space
For I have killed my love
I have killed you with lust
I have killed you with pride
And those who went to bed
With me are cowards gone
Hypocrites who died yet live
I am the hypocrite who chooses
His sentence when it’s only fair
That I have been exiled from my lover’s
Sphere ’tis torture to know
Him so close yet a dream
A dream I had and have —
Lost — punished for lying
With common friends who cared
Not about our hearts
’tis why I have killed them my loss
Is greater than my gain
For my heart died with yours
So I can fuck imprisoned
And never love or try
A heart to grow afresh
By some other’s stripped flesh

11
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a man on his arm, head held high
I bet you a hundred bucks that you will never guess
who just showed up at your grandmother’s house.
But my tongue is already searching
for its most beautiful Hungarian.
The phone is slipping from my sweaty hands
You should never have come back
				
from the dead.
My most beautiful Hungarian
tends to give me my ugliest thoughts.
Here (or there) in the north
even the spiderwebs dance like flags.
When the women don’t have miscarriages
they give birth to little patriots				
placentas filled with red aprons.
You came after the harvest
to our now empty gardens.
Holding on to the basin
like my mother’s tiny hands.
If you put your tongue
(with mine) patiently on the ground

12
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Spot of Time

How many springs
Can one year yield?
Across changes of time
Central Europe, Greenwich mean and BST.
Snowy flower-trees
And sweeping winds
Carry me further
Than I’ve been so far.
These recent weeks, the setting sun
— from rocks to waves,
From shore to shore
Elevates the mind.
Not far from home,
There is a spot, offering views
Over the oldest tree,
Which slowly blooms.
And every day,
From early spring
My task is to watch
For subtle changes.
A single petal, a tuft of leaves.
Beware, the first stirrings of Spring
You may find they free you
From winter echoes…
“To keep me from the lake
Is cruel torture.
To see it glisten from afar,
Watch its waves beckon,
Waver in the weak winter sun,
Is it necessary?”
And so I ask, and venture out to see
How many springs
Can one year yield?

13
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Creative Writing – Poetry

Isra

Oumaïma Al-Tayyari

“Glory to Allah Who did take his servant for a Journey by

The club is close to bursting

night from the Sacred Mosque to the farthest Mosque,

A mass of people shaking, dancing, sweating,

whose precincts We did bless, in order that We might

Rubbing each other

show him some of Our Signs: for He is the One who hears

In harmonious dissonance

and sees all things” Quran 17:1

Skin against skin, atom against atom
		

Chaotic celebration of matter

Wanderer of the weekend evenings

We are celestial bodies ephemeral

Walking aimlessly and unwelcomed

Crashing into one another

- Pure Night Thoughts by LED lights pollutedI sit, numb, on a downy bed of beers
		

– corpse cans –

			

– Big Bang in motion –

We dance the dance of galaxies that rise and fall
Of worlds created and destroyed.

And scan the sky for some kind of truth.
But on a board over my body
A giant woman in a giant bikini smiles
A smile so shiny that bright stars,

Where art Thou?
			

The park is desert

Inhabitants of heaven, lighthouses of wisdom,

As dawn threatens to divide the horizon.

Are eclipsed, cast away in the shadows

For a little while longer

Around that aching simper

You and I remain the same

		

– teeth of ashes –

Drowned alike in diffuse darkness.

And everything is dark

My bench lacks a plank

		

And I lay sleepless

as an advertising screen.

My gaze moving upon the face of the deep
Waiting, patient,
For you to disclose your presence
Where am I? – Where is Earth? – Nay, where art Thou?

To my tired eyes and exhausted mind

Holding a Holy Grail in hands,

But the silence

I try to keep my insides inside

OVERWHELMING silence

At least until I get to the bottom

Invades my breast.

of the bottle.
Around me silence is crushed

		

I am locked out in loneliness.

By the brutal beat of Drum N Bass
New stars in a skyless night
Beams and Disco balls flicker with the music.
A Flood of foam fixes my hair

Read! Read! Read!

Spilled drinks on the floor stick to my feet

I am teared from rest by screams.

As I lift them, one after the other, in furious rhythm.

Blood and dirt on his hands

A stranger before, a stranger behind,

Clothes soaked with booze
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All the world’s a page

– Stream of gaseous ethanol –
Grazes my incredulous face.

And merely a reader I
Travel the uni

verse

What should I read?
I follow his pointing finger
To the firmament

		From L
E			T

And see a few suns and their weak lights

		T

Waving in the distance

			R

The crescent moon serene

E

To 		L

E

And the void that surrounds.

			T

T

The stranger screams with excitement,

			E

R

Eyes rolling, jaws grinding
“All in capitals! In Moon and Stars

But I remain
			Analphabet

– Heaven’s Golden Alphabet! –
Who reads can understand
A language universal to mankind!”
Four teeth, unbalanced,

Streets crowded: insatiable monster mouth

He grins

That swallows all.

Then opens a fist before my eyes

I follow the growing mass in a pilgrimage

And spills two smiling pills from a vial.

Of bigoted consumption

One he swallows
The other he places between my two lips

Walking aimlessly and unwanted
Amidst a sea of screens, in waves of electricity.

“This will take you to Zion”
			

I am the sheep

			

I am the shepherd

C11H15O2
		

Artificial epiphany

The little sphere in gastric acid
Slowly dissolves
– Bitter ecstasy –
O Blue Babel, growing in my belly,
Reach my brain
Take me out of Babylon
		

– Up! –
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“About the guy who almost made me”

Creative Writing – Poetry
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About the guy who almost made me
Believe that I was
A monster

How he has cut his wings
Disfigured his heart to be
A saviour

A monster able to feel
For others only when
Pretending

How he has made an army
Of honest people corrupted by
His lies

A monster so dark that he
Should not be afraid of night
But of himself

A saviour I can still sometimes
Hear telling me you are
A monster

A monster so ugly
On the inside that his honesty is flooded
With shit

Only now I know that he
Saviour my ass! was only talking
To himself

An evil monster who shouldn’t
Have left because he is
Afraid
Afraid of being abandoned
Afraid of being himself
A monster
Who has to look like a saviour
Like a white prince coming
To the rescue
It’s easy to come to the rescue
After making sure the victims
Are crushed
Saviour so possessive
That if you leave him you are
A monster
But I realise day by day
How he is angry and alone —
Insecure
16
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How to Be a Feminist Man?

1.

Go back to the title and read it
over and over again util you realise this is
a question you must ask yourself at all times.

2.

When someone tells you
that you are being sexist
trust them ; they rarely say it for fun!

3.

Trust them when they tell you that sexism
is systemic and that we are all pouring it out
from every inches of our bodies without even noticing it.

4.

Notice it.

5.

Yes, this is a learning process,
it might be hard for you to give up on your privileges,
but it is nothing compared to being constantly oppressed by the privileged.

6.

Therefore, stop complaining.

7.

No, really… stop complaining.

8.

Stop complaining and repeat this process
until it becomes clear to you that everything around you
is sexist, that everyone around you thinks it’s normal and that this is not normal.

9.

Repeat this process until you realise
that you are not to be congratulated for being a feminist ;
for believing in everyone’s social, political and economic equality.

10.

Congratulations, you are a feminist.
You are still privileged.
Start again.

Yours dearly,
a feminist man.
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you are in the habit
of co-depending
on people to
make up for what
you think you lack

Rupi Kaur, in Milk and honey (2015).

who tricked you
into believing
another person
was meant to complete you
when the most they can do is complement

